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Roy is an authorised FAIS Compliance Officer, CO5342, and is currently a compliance officer 
within and director of Compliance Trust (Pty) Ltd. 
 
He has been active in the financial services industry since 1989, working for Old Mutual as a 
representative, a broker consultant, a medical aid scheme manager, a principal officer to 
industry medical schemes and as national client service manager for Old Mutual’s commercial 
medial aid schemes, Ommed, Mumed and Oxygen. He has also been in the service of Saambou 
Bank, PSG Konsult, PSG Healthcare, Channel Life, CoreCard Solutions Company and Alfinanz in 
various roles, from professional financial services consultant to manager to financial services 
business owner, key individual and managing director. 
 
Prior to becoming involved in financial services and the world of business, Roy was primarily an 
educator, having specialized in serving children with learning disabilities. He was in the 
education profession for 14 years, from 1974 to 1988, ending his career in education as a 
deputy principal of a large school in Natal, and as Chairman of the Association for the Learning 
Disabled (Natal), a body which he established in 1985, together with Interface Computers for 
the Disabled. 
 
Besides his commitment to education and financial services, Roy has always been passionate 
about and involved in music, from humble beginnings as church music group member and 
choirmaster, to chairman of the Cape Town Symphonic Choir. He has also been a broadcaster. 
As radio personality, Roy did service for Radio Port Natal (now East Coast Radio) and then Fine 
Music Radio, FMR 101.3, in Cape Town, spending 12 years in total behind the microphone, 
compiling and presenting programmes that varied from light popular to jazz and classical. He 
became a member of the Board at Fine Music Radio, before moving to Johannesburg in 2000 
after joining PSG Healthcare. He joined ISS Compliance (now renamed eas-e Comply) in 2006 as 
a compliance officer. He served as a director of ISS Compliance from 2012 to 2014. He left the 
services of Eas-E Comply in March 2015 on attaining the age of 65, to join forces with Niel 
Wessels in Compliance Trust (Pty) Ltd. 
 
Roy’s qualifications are, as can be expected, somewhat of a reflection of his background and 
interests. He holds a number of degrees, B.A., B.A. (Hons), and B.Ed (postgraduate), from the 
University of Natal. He qualified as a Certified Financial Planner (CFP™), is a Fellow of the 
Institute of Life and Pension Advisors (FILPA), a past member of the Financial Planning Institute 
(FPI) and is an accredited member of the Compliance Institute of SA (CISA). He also also holds 
the Certificate in Compliance Management (postgraduate) from the University of Cape Town. 
 

 
 


